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~!Jacob Zuma, one of KwaZulu Natal's most prominent sons, is fast emerging as the fa ourite for the position of ANC
deputy president.
lliEMERCURY ·
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What kind of man is he? Political Reporter PH/ND/LE NGUBANE spoke to him

I wi ll do what I have to do , says Jacob Zuma
I
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HILE the controversy over nominations
for the ANC deputy presidency rages on,
and South Africans ponder whether
Jacob Zuma, the party leadership's
favourite, will indeed become the ANC's
next deputy president, Mr Zuma himself hardly appears
to be hardly enjoying his share of the excitement.
, Repeatedly resisting being dragged into the debate of
who should stand for the hotly contested seat, Mr Zuma
h'.as remained silent over the sudden withdrawal of
Mpumalanga Premier Mathew Phosa - which itself is
•being widely questioned among some party structures ·despite attempts to have him comment on what has been
·seen as a dictactorial role played by the AN C's leadership
:,by placing leaders in positions and blocking fair contest.
Mr Phosa's withdrawal has left only Mr Zuma and ANC
Women's League president Winnnie Mandela-Madikizela
in the race, but Mr Zuma says he refuses to see this as any
;competition between the two of them. There is also no
'comment from him on whether he sees himself as better
fit for the postion, and he is certainly tight-lipped over the
issue which is being seen as Ms Madikizela-Mandela's elec- .
tion ticket: the alleged call for the reinstatement of the
death penalty.
'
The suddden focus on Mr Zuma has brought a heightened public curiosity about a man whose contribution to
the ANC as well as to the country since the party's coming into power, some observers say, is seldom evident.
Perhaps this is so because Mr Zuma seems to have managed to gQ about fulfilling .his duties as ANC national
chairman, the organisation's KwaZulu Natal chairman
and also the province's MEC for Econ ·mic Affairs and
Tourism without attracting much limelight.
Mr Zuma himself does not understand the whole fuss

W

over the deputy presidency issue, and is left perplexed by
the calls requiring his comment on Mr Phosa's withdrawal or Ms Madikizela-Mandela's chances of winning.
"One would think that the ANC is involved in a process
foreign to other political parties. Is it not every party's
right to decide which cadres to deploy where and also
conduct rearrangements should the need arise?
"I do not sit in my office and plot my next move. We do not do that in the ANC pilture, and are certainly not
at war, as some may so desperately like to believe. We get
deployed."
Mr Zuma says his has been, and remains, a challenging
task. As the party's chairman, he has to ensure that the
ANC stays within its policies on a number of issues decided at conference, and he chairs meetings on very challenging issues.
ANC members, he says, are also open and often
approach him on issues of concern. They approach him
not only in their capacities as representatives of cetain
organisational structures, but also in their individual
capacities with requests for his intervention.
Mr Zuma says he has had to also play a mediatory role
in provincial cases that need his articulation of the policies of the ANC, as in cases where they have given rise to
tensions over party matters. This role has been evident in
the case of KwaZulu Natal particularly, where in May last
year, both the ANC aI).d IFP resolved to confront the issues
dividing them and resulting in uneccessary bloodshed,
and have since established a "peace package" to put an
end to years of unresolved conflicts between the two par- IN THE FAST LANE: Jacob Zuma.
ties.
"The fact •that we are agreeing to have peace in KZN,
But then it would appear that the last thing KZN would
through working jointly instead of doing so as separate want would be to have someone who appears so
commitentities, is in itself an important breaktl?,rough," he says.
ted to bringing final stability in the province suddenly

leaving in the middle of it all. In fact, as much has been
said about the.implications of Mr Zuma's possible election
as ANC deputy president.
·
But the affable Mr Zuma once again appears to be battling to grasp what the issue at hand is, and tries, he says,
to understand where this group of people concerned
about his leaving KZN actually'exists. He argues that they
should have taken those concerns to the national structure when the opportunity arose. '
"Our party does not take any rush decisions and when
it deploys its cadres it takes a lot of things into consideration. If my possible deployment was an issue, it should
have been raised and debated on national structures."
Although he cannot be persuaded to voice his stance on
_the question of the death sentence, and Western Cape
Premier Hernus Kriel's call for a referundum, as in the case
of the alleged reinstatement call by Mrs Madikizela-Mandela, it is nevertheless not difficult to get him talking
about the SA justicte system's treatment of rape cases.
Himself a father with a large family (one of his wives is
Health Minister Dr Nkosazana Zuma), Mr Zuma feels a lot
more ought to be done to deal with the country's rapists,
as they are certainly no ordinary criminals commiting
petty crime.
"These animals should not enjoy the same rights as
every other SA citizen. There should be no bail altogether
for them and the punishment they get needs upgrading."
This subject arouses anger in a man who, throughout
the interview, has held himself in check, certainly not giving away more than he thinks he should. A man also not
ashamed of his humble origins in rural Inkandla, and
about having received very little formal education.
"While some people produce their certificates to prove
their qualifications, I, on the other hand, have received
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JACOB ZUMA
BORN: 1942 in Inkandla, rural Northern

:k:waZulu Natal.
STUDIES: Received no formal education.
WORK: Took

odd jobs at age 15 to supplement his mother's income.
1959: He joined the ANC.
1962: He became an ac~e member of
Umkhonto We Sizwe following the party's
banning in 1960.
1963: He was arrested and sent to Robben
Island. He received adult education, and
was released in the early 1970s.
1975: He went into exile in various African
countries.
1977: He became member of the ANC's
National Executive Committee (NEC).
1990: He was elected chairman of the
ANC's Southern Natal region.
1991: He was elected the ANC's deputy secretary-general.
1994: He was appointed Minister of Economic Affairs and Tourism for KZN.
1994: He was elected national chairman of
the ANC and chairman of the party in
KwaZulu-Natal.
my education from people. Society has been my school
and I am where I am because of people, which is why
being always open to them is so important to me."
We wrap up the inteview with a promise to meet after
the ANC's December congress, where ~e will take up from
where we have left, whether or not the ANC deputy presidency will be safely in the bag by then.
After all, he points out, there will always be fundamental issues needing vigorous discussion, regardless of the
position he holds.
Who knows, may~e then one may, with some good
luck, just manage to tt him to pronounce !IlOre freely on
the COillltry's currently crucial, and indeed sensitive,
issues wi out the fear of having .them labelled as his
"election ticket".

